For more information visit: www.AudioNotch.com

HOW TO BEGIN TREATMENT

A PROMISING NEW TREATMENT

TINNITUS EVALUATION
WHAT IS AUDIONOTCH?
AudioNotch is a tinnitus treatment that can
significantly lower the volume of your tinnitus. It
is an online software application that creates
sound therapy for you.
Not all tinnitus is the same. AudioNotch's sound
therapy was developed by European
researchers, and is customized for your unique
tinnitus profile. It is called "Tailor-Made Notched
Sound Therapy."

HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE TREATMENT?

(*RINGING IN THE EARS)

Tinnitus Evaluation*
*Please ask your Audiologist about the most up to date pricing

AUDIONOTCH SUBSCRIPTION
Purchase a 12 month software subscription at
AudioNotch.com where you can create and
listen to your Tailor-Made Notched Sound
Therapy.

Tailor-Made Notched
Sound Therapy, if listened
to approximately 1.5 hours
a day, can lower your
normal tinnitus volume by
up to approximately 80%.
AudioNotch transforms
regular music or white
noise into sound therapy,
known as "Tailor-Made
Notched Sound Therapy".

Acquire a TINNITUS EVALUATION from your
audiologist, who will determine your tinnitus
frequency.

1-Year Subscription
with Money-Back Guarantee
Average volume reduction over
time (12dB = 75%) from white
noise therapy (WWN) compared
to placebo (Lugli, 2009)

For more detailed information, please visit:
www.AudioNotch.com/FAQ
For more information visit: www.AudioNotch.com

USING AUDIONOTCH IN
STEP 1: DETECT
If the frequency slightly shifts during
treatment, users can re-detect their tinnitus
frequency using headphones and software
on AudioNotch.com

STEP 2: CREATE
Users take their unique tinnitus frequency
from Step 1 and use it to create Tailor-Made
Notched Sound Therapy by using software
on AudioNotch.com

ENERGY

In an audiology clinic, users undergo a
TINNITUS EVALUATION to determine their
level of hearing loss, if present.

3 EASY STEPS!
STEP 3: LISTEN
Users listen to their sound therapy on their
PERSONAL COMPUTER (by streaming or
downloading from AudioNotch.com) and/or
on ANY PORTABLE MP3 PLAYING
DEVICE. Users listen while doing work or
other activities for 1.5 hours a day.
Over weeks and months their normal tinnitus
volume decreases.
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